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ABSTRACT

The validity and applications of this hypothesis are examined: normal
monthly deviation relationships of Arizona maximum temperatures,
between a given zone station and its MOS key station, are largely
unrepresentative during anomalous weather regimes. A much
stronger relationship is found: Temperature--and seasonally
dependent mean difference between zone station and respective key
station maximum temperatures. A forecast" technique using AFOS is
outlined. Application to snowfall prediction is discussed.
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1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This study involved an extensive tabulation
of temperature relationships between each
of sixteen zone stations in Arizona and
respective key stations. Key stations were
defined as the five cities in Arizona for
which Model Output Statistics (MOS)
temperature forecasts are generated, plus
the city of Prescott. Each of these cities
was considered to be meteorologically
representative of the climatic zone in
which it is located (2) (Figure 1). For
example, Prescott would be the key station
for the central basin and northwest zone of
Arizona (average elevations of the zone
stations 3000 to 6000 feet). Similarly,
Flagstaff would be the key station for the
central mountain zone (elevations above
6000 feet).

This research used a temperature-and
season-dependent stratification to expand
upon the - basic principle of using normal
monthly maximum and minimum temperature
deviations between various zone stations
and the appropria te key s ta t ions. Normal
monthly maximum and minimum temperatures at
all twenty-two of the stations for which
temperature forecasts are prepared in
Arizona are readily available at the
National Weather Service Forecast Office in
Phoenix, Arizona (WSFO PHX) (3). Thus, the
average monthly differences between each of
the sixteen zone stations and the
respective key station have been computed
for both maximums and minimums. The
differences, or deviations, are used as
guidance in the preparation of the Arizona
community and recreational area forecasts
of maximum and minimum temperatures for the
zone stations.

However, the use of normals which have been
derived for an entire month at a given
station was theorized to have inherent
weaknesses. Normals are tabulated over a
long per iod of record. In Ar izona, extreme
temperatures at a given station during a

given mon th can be common. For example,
during the cool season, the southern
latitude of Arizona can typically allow
strongly and rapidly rebounding
temperatures following an unusually cold
outbreak. Similarly, very cold outbreaks
can typically end a period of unusually
warm read ings. Dur ing the summer
thunderstorm season of July and August
(informally referred to as the Arizona
monsoon) , clouds and thunderstorms can
cause wide day-to-day var iation in
temperatures. In general, varying degrees
of winds, clouds, humid i ty, precipi tation,
and snow cover can induce considerable day
to-day variation in either the maximum or
minimum temperature at a given station
within the state, or even within a given
area of the state.

The observed maximum or minimum tempera
ture is directly a function of the overall
character of the concurrent synoptic
regime. For example, a high temperature of
only 55 0 F at Tucson in the middle of
September can generate rather strong
inferences about the existing synoptic
weather regime. During a "normal" synoptic
regime for the same time of year, the
average maximum temperature at Douglas is
five degrees cooler than Tucson. When
Tucson has an anomalously low maximum
temperature of 55 0 F in the middle of
September, Douglas might average two
degrees warmer, as opposed to the "normal II

five degrees cooler than Tucson.

It is not so important to know the exact
cause of the unusually low maximum at the
key station in this example. The important
point is that the majority of cases with
similar low maximums which have occurred in
September at Tucson in the past were likely
caused by similar or related synoptic
regimes. And in the majority of those
similar regimes, Douglas will typically
average two degrees warmer than Tucson.
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Therefore, this study set out to
investigate the above idea by deriving a
set of relationships between observed key
and zone station temperatures that are
temperature and seasonally dependent. It
was hoped that the outcome of this
stratification would ultimately provide a
more representative means for relating the
forecasted temperatures at key stations to
those of the zone stations during anomalous
weather regimes.

2. DATA TABULATION

The period selected as the data base was
from July 1971 through August 1981. Six
key stations were selected (Table 1) •
These stations included the five normally
transmi tted as the coded ci ties forecasts
by the Automation of Field Operations and
Services (AFOS) system (under the heading
PHXCCFPHX) • The key stations chosen were
Phoenix (PHX) , Tucson (TUS) , Flagstaff
(FLG) , Winslow (INW) , Yuma (YUM) , and
Prescott (PRC). Also shown in Table 1 are
the sixteen zone stations for which routine
temperature and precipitation probability
forecasts are prepared by Phoenix WSFO
(under the AFOS heading PHXRECPHX).

Five synoptically similar periods were
selected for the purpose of data
stratification. The periods were November
through February, March through Apr il, May
through June, July through August, and
September through October.

Table 2 is a sample of the tabulation form
used to record the maximum temperature data
during the per iod of stlldy. The key
station Winslow is used as an example for
the period March through April. The
observed maximum temperatures at winslow
for each day of every March and April
during the period of study were stratified
according to the appropriate five-degree
temperature range. As each daily maximum
was identified with the proper temperature
range, the corresponding maximum
temperatures at each of the two Winslow
zone stations for that same day were
recorded within the appropriate data entry
square.

The sixteen zone stations used were all
stations with a long and established
observational history. The quality of the
maximum/minimum observations was regarded
in general as high. However, it should be
noted that during the course of this data
tabulation, it became possible that "reset"
maximum temperatures might partially
contaminate the data sample. 'lhese resets
occasionally occur at the stations which
read and reset the maximum thermometers
only once daily at 4 p.m. foiST. Should the
next day be cooler, the official high
temperature for that day could be reported
as the 4 p.lI'. temperature from the
previous day. In some of these cases,
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subjective adjustments to these resets
could be made by noting a consistent amount
of 24-hour maximum temperature drop at
several surrounding stations that do reset
their thermoweters twice a day. The amount
of data identified as reset temperatures
ended up being much less than one percent
of the total data sample within each key
station data base. Despite the apparent
negligible effects "resets" would have on
the data tabulation, in all but the most
obvious cases, adjustments were not made,
and the temperature was excluded.

Returning to the Winslow example,
temperature data at each zone stations for
each March and April during the entire
period were recorded. Tabulations were
then made of the mean of these
temperatures, the standard deviation, and
the number of entries for each zone station
wi thin each five-degree Winslow temperature
range. Finally, the difference or
deviation of each mean temperature from the
midpoint of each temperature range for
Winslow \o.'as determined for each individual
zone station.

The above process, using the appropriate
maximum temperature data, was repeated for
the other key stations of Tucson,
Flagstaff, and Prescott. The key station
Yuma did not have any related zone
stations. The key station Phoenix only had
one affiliated zone station, at Coolidge.
Since maximum temperatures at Coolidge are
consistently very similar to those of
Phoenix, the stratification process seemed
to provide little additional advantage over
that of simply using the normal monthly
devia tion. Therefore, it was decided to
continue to use the normal monthly
deviation of the Coolidge maximum from
Phoenix.

A similar stratification process was also
attempted for miniffium temperature data
during the period of study for all key
stations. However, this procedure was
discarded near the midpoint of the data
tabulation. The less conservative nature
of minimum temperatures rapidly became
apparent due to the wide variation of
minimum temperatures being recorded for
each zone station within each appropriate
key station temperature range. Therefore,
the use of average monthly deviation of
minimum temperatures at each zone station
from the corresponding key station was
preferred over the results of a separate
stratification process.

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This discussion will be confined to the
results of the process of maximum
temperatures stratification only. Tables 3
through 6 display the tabulated results of
the data collection for the key stations
Tucson, Prescott, Flagstaff, and Winslow.



For each five-degree temperature range, the
mean temperature (X), the deviation (DEV)
of that mean temperature from the midpoint
of the temperature range, the standard
deviation (5), and the number of cases (N)
used to compile the above values, are
listed by key station and seasonal period.

Standard deviations (5) were examined in
depth at the completion of the data
tabulation. While it is true that
correlation can be independent of S, it was
felt that an analysis of 5 should still
provide insight as to whether the desired
relationships exist. Table 7 is the
summarized analysis of 5 yielded by the
study. In Table 7, the 5 values for each
key station temperature range from Tables 3
through 6 were combined and averaged within
each seasonal period by zone station. Only
those S values that were derived from a
data sample (N) greater than or equal to 10
for that particular key station temperature
range were included in the averaging
process. The results of the averaging were
grouped by range of 5 for each zone station
in the first portion of Table 7. Following
this, individual S values for zone stations
were averaged to determine a zone average
for each key station within each seasonal
period. These results are listed by ranges
in the second part of Table 7.

No threshold value of 5 has been determined
which can be used to specify or define the
strength of the relationship between the
maximum temperature of the key station and
the corresponding maximum temperature at
the respective zone stations. Yet, the
fact that the majority of these station
averages of S were 3.50 degrees or less,
would appear to be some suppor t that these
relationships are sufficiently sound. In
fact, these zone station standard deviation
averages were actually overwhelmingly in
the 2.50 to 3.00 degree grouping for the
Tucson and Prescott zones. Note as well
that for each key station, it should
perhaps have been expected that the largest
values of these zone stations averages of 5
would occur during the rather changeable
Novewber through February seasonal per iod.
Despite not having any defined threshold
value of S, the averages within this period
still appear to be quite acceptable, being
near or below 4.00 degrees. Again, while
it is accepted that correlation can be
independent of 5, the values of 5 yielded
by this analysis do reflect an internal
consistency supportive of a favorable
correlation between key and zone station.

The individual zone station averages of
standard deviation in Table 7 also suggest
which stations might consistently have the
strongest or weakest relationships with
their key station. The zone stations
Bisbee (BIB), Globe (GLB) , McNary (MNY) ,
and Page (PGA) appear to consistently
exhibit the weakest relationships, while
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Nogales (!lOG) and Payson (OE4) have
relatively strong relationships. The
stations Safford (E74), Kingman (IGM), Show
Low (E03) and Canyon de Chelly (CNC) also
seem to trend towards an overall weak
relationship to the key station, while
Sierra Vista (FHU) , Douglas (DUG), Grand
Canyon (GCN) , Cottonwood (COT), and Sedona
(SED) lean in the direction of a some\\'hat
stronger relationship.

A considerable amount of discussion could
be generated as to the reason for a given
degree of relationship between a zone
station and the corresponding key station.
These relationships could be controlled by
a number of factors ranging perhaps from
the distance between key and zone sation,
to differences in elevation, to station
exposure and local effect~. The important
point is that the results of the standard
deviation analysis help show that, overall,
the hypothesized relationships betwen the
key stations and their respective zone
stations appear to be valid and sound.

Standard deviations were also examined from
the standpoint of attempting to show that
each station wi thin a zone could also be
related not just to the key station for
that zone, but to each other as well.
Therefore, the values of S for each zone
station were plotted on graphs for that
zone to compare differences in S between
the seasonal periods. This time, the S
values for each zone station were averaged
for all key station temperature ranges,
regardless of the sarrple size (N). Figure
2 displays graphs for each of the four key
stations Tucson, Prescott, Flagstaff, and
Winslow, depicting the variations of S
between seasonal periods for each zone
station related to that key station. With
very little exception, these graphs show
similar variations within the zone,
strongly suggesting a sound interre
lationship.

The results of this study also show varying
distributions of the deviations (DEV) of
the wean temperature (X) at a given zone
station from the midpoint of the
appropriate key station temperature range.
The primary hypothesis which provided the
foundation for this study was that the
monthly temperature deviations at a given
zone station were not representative during
anomalous weather patterns. Tables 3
through 6 help validate this hypothesis.
For nearly all zone stations, a substantial
variance of DEV occurs between the various
key station temperature ranges.

Three separate patterns were observed
relating to the manner in which the values
of DEV changed at the zone stations wi thin
each seasonal period. The patterns are
summarized in Table 8. Whenever a
particular pattern was identified at the
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4. APPLICATIONS

strong low-level cold advection. This
could possibly account for the uniqueness
of this particular DEV pattern.

Finally, it should be mentioned that
despite the fact that this study
incorporates ten years of data, there still
is really no conclusive evidence that these
three patterns did not arise from random
occurrences. Only the future accumulation
of new data into the data base will provide
this needed eviqence.

The results of this study are routinely
applied within the development of the
community and recreational forecast package
consisting of temperatures and proba
bilities of precipitation for sixteen zone
stations in Arizona (AFOS heading
PHXRECPHX) . ~he appropriate AFOS
applications program is initiated by
entering the run line command, "RUN:RECS
AAA BBB CCC D E F". The first, second, and
third period temperature forecasts for
Prescott are entered for AAA,BBB, and CCC
respectively. The single digit precipation
probabilities are also entered for 0, E,
and F. This probability portion of the run
line will also accept a "_" or a "+" as
well in lieu of five percent and one
hundred percent, respectively. The program
then reads the coded cities forecast
product (PHXCCFPHX) to obtain the
temperature and probability of
precipitation forecasts for the remainder
of the key stations.

The seasonal period and the hour of the
forecast being prepared (early morning or
afternoon) are determined within the
program using the computer clock.
Therefore, given these parameters as well
as the forecasted temperatures at each key
station from the PHXCCFPHX product and the
Prescott information from the run line, a
series of searches and calculations
commences. For the periods which involve
only maximum temperature forecasts, the
appropriate DEV resulting from the
stratification process is applied toward
the calculation of the max temperature
forecast a t each of the sixteen zone
stations. The value of DEV is the only
portion of the study results used in
obtaining the final forecasted maximum
temperature output. For minimum
temperatures, calcuations of the forecasted
minimum temperatures are performed using
just the normal monthly deviations from
zone station to key station. Probabilities
of measurable precipitation previously
designated to each key station are simply
reassigned to the respective zone stations.
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majority of the zone stations affiliated
with a given key station, that key station
was entered in Table 8 for that pattern
under the appropriate seasonal period.

The most common pattern observed is that the
DEV becomes increasingly less positive (or
more negative) from the coldest anomalies
for a given seasonal period toward the
warmest anomalies. Of those key stations
which fall within this category, about half
exhibit a change in sign of the value of
DEV from positive to negative, although it
is possible that this can easily be
attributed to chance.

The second pattern, which surfaced rather
infrequently, is a small change in DEV of 3
degrees or less from the coldest to the
warmest anomalies. Occurrences of this
pattern favor the transition months of
March/April and September/October.

The final pattern, which only occurs once,
is where the values of DEV become
increasingly negative toward each of the
coldest and warmest anomalies. The single
occurrence is noted for the Tucson zone
stations during the November/February
seasonal period. Applying the trends of
the most common pattern, where DEV becomes
less positive (or more negative) from the
coldest to the warmest anomoly to the
Nov/Feb Tucson zone data in Table 3, one
would have expected different zone station
values of DEV for the 36 to 40 degree F
range, as well as the 41 to 45 degree F
interval. These should have ranged from
about plus two at Nogales to minues one at
Safford and Douglas, to minus three at Fort
Huachuca, and minus four at Bisbee. These
projected values would have been quite
reasonable when considering the effects of
winter temperature inversions in the Tucson
valley. Temperature inversions will
typically limi t the difference between the
maximum temperature at Tucson and the
maximums at other Tucson zone stations
which are at higher elevations and
generally above the inversion level. Yet,
at the colder anomalies, the gap between
the Tucson max imum and the max imums at the
Tucson zone stations begins to widen.

A possible explanation could rest wit:l
"backdoor coldfronts" and other incidences
of low-level easterly flow generated by a
buildup of surface pressure over the
southern Rockies and southern Plains.
During these occurrences, colder air in the
lower levels pushes into southeast Arizona,
typically generating a cold anomalous
si tuation. However, the topography of
southeast Arizona is such that this air can
be modified due to downslope effects, by
the time it reaches the Tucson valley.
This downslope flow tends to negate the
extreme effects of the cold air by the time
it reaches Tucson, while the remainder of
the Tucson zone stations undergo rather
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The results of the study are only
in the computation of the
temperatures. The forecasted
temperatures and probabilities
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maximum
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cipitation forecasts are therefore
independent of the study. Yet, the final
output was formatted to include minimum
temperature calculations and precipitation
probability assignments in order that the
output duplicate the actual format of the
community and recreational area forecast
package (PHXRECPHX) for ease of
transmission. Within seconds, the output
generated PHXRECPHX product is completed
and can be displayed at the AFOS console.
It is at this time that any necessary
adjustments could be made to the product
before transmission.

Generally, it has been found that the
results of the calculations, as displayed,
need only minor adjustments, if at all, to
the maximum temperature forecasts.
However, somewhat more frequent adjustments
need to be made to the less precise minimum
temperature calculations. Minor adjust
ments occasionally need to be made for the
precipitation probabilities. The
situations where the output most often
requires adjustment seem to be when the
weather conditions at the key station and
the appropriate zone stations are expected
to differ significantly enough to upset the
basic relationship. Among examples of
these situations are local fog or low
clouds, areas with snow on the ground,
local winds, isolated areas of
precipitation, and intervening airmass
boundaries. Similarly, situations where
only a portion of a zone has clouds (for
example, lingering clouds in the wake of an
exi ting storm) should be included for
consideration.

During persistent weather regimes, it has
proven beneficial to compute a quick
verification of the maximum temperature
forecast from the past several days. A
comparison of the observed maximums against
the maximums forecasted from the
stratification process can occasionally
identify a temporary bias in the
stratification process at a given zone
station. This bias could then be applied
to the current forecast, provided the
prevailing persistent regime is expected to
continue into the next appropriate forecast
period.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study sufficiently
support the original hypothesis that normal
monthly deviation relationships of maximum
temperature between a given zone station
and its key station are largely
unrepresentative during anomalous weather
regimes. A much stronger relationship has
been identified using a temperature- and
seasonally-dependent mean difference or
deviation between the maximum temperature
at a given zone station, and that of the
respective key station.

The observed maximum temperature at a key
station is accepted as generally being a
function of the overall synoptic regime
operative at the time. The study helped to
validate the premise that, in general,
maximum temperatures at each zone station
are dependent upon the actual value of the
maximum temperature at the respective key
station. It follows that the maximum
temperature at the zone stations can be
related indirectly to the character of the
overall existing synoptic regime as well.

The wide range of variation in the
magnitude of the mean deviation of the
maximum temperature between each zone and
respective key station strongly suggests a
sensitivity and dependence upon the overall
characteristic of the synoptic regime which
produced the observed key station maximum.
It is therefore likely that similar
synoptic regimes can typically be expected
to produce similar deviations between a
given zone and key station. However,
subjective adjustments to the mean
deviations roust be considered during
synoptic situations where the basic
dependence relationship may be altered.

In the case of minimum temperature
relationships, it appears that the basic
dependence relationship is too easily
overcome by small-scale effects. The
resulting less conservative nature of
minimum temperatures therefore increases
the possible need for a regression analysis
at each zone station to assist in
determining the average effects of each
small-scale parameter on eventual observed
minimum temperature. The results of this
analysis, if satisfactory, coule perhaps
then be applied to the value obtained at
the zone station from using the normal
monthly difference in minimum temperatures
between the key and zone station.
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KEY STATIONS AND CORRESPONDING ZONE STATIONS

I 1 1 I 1 1
KEY 1.1 PHOENIX 1.2 TUCSON 1.3 PRESCOTTI~ FLAGSTAFF l.s WINSLOWI06 YUMA
STATION 1 (PHX) I (TUS) 1 (PRC) 1 (FLG) I (INW) I (YUH)
----------1-----------1----------1-----------1-------------1----------1--------
ELEVATION 1 1118 FT 1 2584 FT I 5518 FT I 7886 FT 1 4898 FT I 286 FT
LAT/LONG 1 33N/112W I 32N/II1W I 35N/112W I 35N/112W I 35N/111W 133N/115W

(PGA)

1638

AUT08

(~Y)

8815

(8E4)

(SED)

I
I
1.4 8[S8EE,
1
I
I

----------1-----------1----------1-----------1-------------1----------1--------
ZONE 1.1 COOL[DGEI.2 NOGALESI.7 KINGMAN 1.12 GRAND CYHI.15 CYH DEI
STATION I I 1 I I CHELLY1
AND NUI"IlER I (COLl I (NOG) 1 (IGH) 1 (GCN) I (CNC)
------- I ------- I I ------- I --------- I

ELEVAT[ON 1 1419 FT 1 3888 FT I 3539 FT I 6785 FT I 5548 FT
LAT/LONG 1 33N/112W 3IN/1IIW I 35N/II4W I 36N/112W I 36N/118W
MAX/HIN 081 I I 1
TlI"E (HSTlI 1638 1638 I 8815/1638 I 1688 1

, I I I
----------1 I I I
---------- I I , I I
ZONE I 1.3 SIERRA 1.8 GL08E '.13 SHOW LOW 1.16 PAGE
STATION I VISTA I I I
AND NUI"IlER' (FHU) (GL8) I (E83) I
------- ------- I ------- I --------- I

ELEVATION I 4688 FT I 3658 FT I 6448 FT 1 4278 FT
LAT/LONG I 32H/118W I 33N/ll1W I 34H/118W I 37H/I11W
MAX/HIN 081 I I
TlI"E (HSTlI 8738/16381 1638 I 8815/1638

1 I
, I

I I
I~ COTTON- 1.14 MCNARY
I WOOD 1

(818) I (COTl I
I ------- I ---------

5386 FT I 3368 FT I 7328 FT
31N/118W I 35N/112W I 34H/118W

I I
8738/16381 8815/1638

1
I

I I
:.5 DOUGLASI.18 SEDONA
I I

(DUG) 1
I -------

4898 FT' 4228 FT
31N/118W I 35N/112W

I
8838/17881 8815/1638

I
I
I

106 SAFFORDI.ll PAYSON
I

(E74) I
I -------

2954 FT I 4913 FT
33N/118W I 34H/II1W

I
8815/16381 8888/1788

I

ELEVATION
LAT/LONG
MAX/H1N 08
TIME (HST)

ELEVATION
LAT/LONG
MAX/H[N 08
TlI"E (HST)

----------1
----------1
ZONE I
STATION 1
AND NUI"IlERI
------- I

ELEVATION I
LAT/LONG I
MAX/HIN 081
TlI"E (HST) I

I

----------1
----------1
ZONE
STATION 1
AND NUI"IlER

ZONE
STATION
AND NUI"IlER

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 1. Key stations and affiliated
zone stations, inclUding elevations,
latitude ana longitude, as well as the time
of the maximum/minimum zone station
observation.
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MONTHS-MARCH/APRIL KEY STATION-INW

77.73.77.76
77

48.47.4746.46

KEY STATION 36- 41- 46- /(--- TO ---) 81-
TEMP. RANGE 48 / 45 I S8 /(--- TO ---) 85 I

...***+ +1 ***********1*********** I ***********1********** 1*************1*
1972 I I
CHe I 44 44 47.49.58. 78.79.76.78. I

I 51 77.73.76 I
I I I

•••••••••••••••• 1••••••••••• 1•••••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••••• l ••••••••••••• 1
PGA I 47 I 46 54.54.58. I 83.81.81.82. I

I 53 : 81.83.81 I
I: I I

''''''''''''''''''''''****''''''''''' 1***********I*********** ***********' ********** ************* I*
1973 I
CHe / 45

I
I

•••••••••••••••• 1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
PGA I 45 48.48 58.54.58 75.78.79.79

I 78
I I

*******'+'+++++*I***********,***********,***~+~*****I**********,***********~*l*
I I I
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Table 2.
tabulation
March/Apr il

Sample maximum temperature data
form for the seasonal period
at the key station Winslow.

NWA MONOGRAPH SERIES is a publication of the National Weather Associ
ation, 4400 Stamp Road, Room 404, Temple Hills, Marylana, 20748. These
publications are managed by the NWA Forecast Techniques Committee ana
proouced and sold through the services of the National Weather Digest
editorial staff. ~ll the correspondence, orders, ana monograph contri
butions may be channelea through the above address. The Objective of
these NWA monographs is to proviae a means to collect the latest
information on single subjects that can be of benefit to operational
meteorology. The NWA Monograph Series focuses primarily on a single
author'~ work, but may include several authors or papers if a coaaon
topic is involved and total length is reasonable (about 4U pages).

INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBU~ORS. Manuscripts for NWA monogrdphs shoula be
sent to the cnairmdn, Forecast Techniques committee, c/o National
Weather Association, 4400 stamp Roaa, Room 404, Temple KillS, Marylano
~U74ij. Initial submissions for review can be in double-spaced tfpea
araft form. Pictur~s ana illustrations shoula be legible for the revie~

process. We will ask for final proofs when we aeciae to go to press. The
minimum requir~ment for structure is: preface, Introauction, Main Text,
Summar! (optional), References, Graphics, Graphics Legenas. The NWA
Forecast Tecnniques Committee will work airectly ~ith the contrioutin~

authors regarding tinal aetails, reterred critiques, etc. Final proouc
tion is Gune oy the NWA Digest editorial staff.
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Tired of the "baby blue" AFOS look? Long
for the good "olden days of yesteryear?
This picture shows forecasters at work in
the Weather Bureau Forecast Office in 1926.
If you recognize anyone, let us know.
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Table 4. Same as Table 3 but for the
Northwest Arizona central basin zone.
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Number 1
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Table 5. Same as Table 3 but for the
central mountains zone.
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Table 6. Same as Table 3 but for the northeast Arizona zone.
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If 'Iou have enjoyed read ing th is issue of the
National Weather Digest, please pass it on to
a friend when 'Iou are through. Thank 'Iou!
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Table 7. Analysis of standard
(5) by zone and seasonal period
individual zone station averages as
the combined zone averages. )

PATTERHS IH THE CHAHGE IH tDEVl

I. LESS POSITIVE FROM COLDEST AHOMALY TO WARMEST AHOMALY
( AH * MEAHS A CHAHGE OF SIGH TO HEGATIVE AT THE

MAJORITY OF THE ZOHE STATIOHS )

HOV/FEB MAY/JUH JUVAUG SEP/ClCT

PRC
FLG*
IHW*

TUS
IHIJ*

TUS*
PRC
FLG
IHW

TUS
PRC
FLG*
IHW*

TUS*
FLG*

2. LITTLE CHAHGE (3 DEGREES OR LESS OH THE AVERAGE) FROM
THE COLDEST TO THE WARMEST AHOMALY

HOV/FEB MAR/APR MAY/JUH JUL/AUG SEP/ClCT

PRC
FLG

PRC
IHW

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. LESS POSITIVE TOWARD THE COLD AHD WARM AHOMALIES

------------------------------------------------------------
HOV/FEB MAR/APR MAY/JUH JUL/AUG SEP/ClCT

TUS

------------------------------------------------------ ---------------~---------

Table 8. Patterns
(DEV) changed at the
each seasonal period.

of how the deviation
zone stations wi thin
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